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In response to last month's Comment discussing a question posed by
a scholar preparing a doctoral thesis on Islamic banking: "Has
Islamic banking reached a stage where it is capable of meeting the
financial needs of the people at large?" Seemin Shafi, Resident Vice
President, Faysal Bank, Karachi, answers: "why not?"
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Institute Hosts Third Annual Dinner
Completing its fifth year, the Institute reiterated its commitment to
the concepts of Islamic banking and insurance, and urged world
financial institutions to channel their energies towards developing
this system, which is "as effective as it is compassionate". The Prime
Minister of Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif, was to be the chief guest, and
Sartaj Aziz, the finance minister, was to be the guest speaker,
however they were recalled to Pakistan at short notice. In their
absence the Third Annual Dinner was attended by the Pakistani
High Commissioner to Britain, HE Riaz Samee, and Humayun
Akhter Khan, Minister of State and Chairman of the Board of
Investment.
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Issues of Islamic Equity Investment
The relatively recent and rapid development of Islamic equity
products is encouraging, and is vital in the on-going expansion of the
Islamic financial products range. Stella Cox discusses the evolution
of Islamic Equity Investment, its potential for risk and profit,
selection procedures performance monitoring and long-term
investment.
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Kuwait, discussed the requirements for the development of Islamic
capital markets.
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Tenth Expert Level Meeting
Leads to Nine-Member Committee
The Tenth Expert Level Meeting of Islamic Banks and Monetary
Authorities in Doha Qatar, that took place last month, led to the
announcement that a committee would be set up to make recommendations about the working of Islamic banks.
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Where are the Personal Loans?
- A Rejoinder
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In response to last month's Comment
as Islamic banking reached a stage where it is capable of meeting the financial needs of the people at
large?"
This question was posed by a scholar preparing a
doctoral thesis on Islamic banking. "Bank customers need
finances for a variety of reasons," he explained, "for
education, health, repairs to houses, marriage expenses etc."
In answer to his question — "why not?"
The Oxford English dictionary defines a bank as: 'a
financial establishment which uses money deposited by
customers for investment, pays it out when required,
makes loans at an interest, exchanges currency etc.'
An Islamic bank, therefore, is an institution that aims
to do all that a bank does. The difference being, the
supremacy of return by profit, and the elimination of
interest, as charged by conventional banks.
Consumer credit is merely credit allowed an
individual consumer enabling him, or her, to make
purchases.
Since Islamic banking institutions have, in many
countries, branched out from being just investment banks
into commercial and retail banking, the importance of the
individual customer has increased manifold for them. In
order to be successful deposit takers, these institutions
must also cater to the credit requirements of their markets.
In retail banking, the largest target market for banks is
usually the middle class — mainly the salaried and the smallbusiness persons, who are the primary savers in any society.
These again are the largest consumers of personal loans.
The conventional, Western banking system caters to
the consumer loan market quite successfully by extending
small loans at a fairly high interest rate, to cover both the
higher risk and the higher costs of writing small loans as
compared to business credit.
They use instruments, such as the credit card, to
enable their customers to fulfil their consumption
requirements. As long as the customer keeps availing the
credit, making minimum payments and paying a high rate
of interest, these banks are happy, and in most cases so are
the consumers since their immediate purchase
requirements are being met.
How then can Islamic banks feasibly compete in the
consumer credit market without charging a fixed return?
On the one hand, the risk involved is much greater in
extending consumer loans, but on the other, the returns customer loyalty and monetary profit - can be far higher
than that in extending big ticket credit, or investing in
project financing for large corporate clients.
The risk in extending consumer credit may be greater,
but at the same time the banks resources are spread over a
larger customer base, distributing its eggs in many baskets
and thus spreading its risk thin.
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Moreover, the banks may undertake the same
safeguards in granting consumer credit that they do for
corporate lending and investment. Risk associated with
extending credit to individuals should be covered b
profiling customers properly and by ensuring that they
are able to repay prior to approving any credit amount for
them. Proper follow-ups on customers must also be made
to ensure their willingness and ability to repay.
The banks may also collateralise the credit amount by
taking something of value as pledge from the customer, or a
third, more financially sound, party may offer a guarantee
of repayment on behalf of the primary borrower.
The potential profit from consumer financing is also
higher. Since such financing may be extended in a variety
of high return financing, the bank will gain customer
loyalty as the people are only interested in banking with
an institutions which amongst other things, can also help
out during lean financial periods.
There are a number of Islamic modes of financing that
may prove highly conducive as consumer financing
vehicles. When considering the purchase of motor
vehicles, home equipment or even homes, the modes of
leasing and hire-purchase offer safe and high return
means of financing. To fund education and more
obviously consumptive needs, Qarz-Al-Hasana may be
extended, or an interest-free loan may be combined with
service charges to cover costs incurred by the bank to
extend and service such credit.
In response to the inquirer, therefore, the possibility for
Islamic banks to extend consumer credit is very much there.
However, perhaps the reason they have as yet not
ventured into this area is that they are still relatively new
— it is less than 20 years since the concept of Islamic
banking was first introduced — these institutions are still
in the evolution stage.
They are still in the process of perfecting the
investment modes of Murabaha, Musharaka and
Mudaraba, and are ironing out the practical difficulties in
competing with conventional banks on the corporate
credit side and in becoming financially viable
organisations. Only then can they afford the resources that
will be needed to venture into the more tedious and
widespread area of consumer financing.
The need, amongst Islamic bankers, is already being
realised to develop this inevitable and profitable area of
the banking business. The Muslim economists, scholars
and bankers must, without delay, sit together and find
many more feasible ways of satisfying the individual
financing needs of the customers of Islamic banks, thereby
making these banks full service institutions for the
communities that they serve.
Seemin Shafi,
Resident Vice President, Faysal Bank, Karachi

Tenth Expert Level Meeting Leads
to Nine-Member Committee
The Tenth Expert Level Meeting of Islamic Banks and Monetary Authorities
in Doha Qatar, that took place last month, led to the announcement that a
committee would be set up to make recommendations about the working of
Islamic banks.

A

nine-member committee of officials from Islamic
banks, Islamic monetary authorities and Central
Banks, is to be set up to recommend major changes
in the working of Islamic banks.
This was announced by Abdul Basit Al Shaibei,
Assistant General Manager of the Qatar International Bank
(QIIB), during the closing session of the two-day 10th Expert
Level Meeting of Islamic Banks and Monetary Authorities in
Doha, Qatar, recently held during 12-13th October.
"The committee will consist of experts from three central
banks, Qatar, Jordan and Malaysia, three Islamic banks and
an equal number of Islamic monetary authorities, and will be
based in Jeddah," explained Al Shaibei.
"The committee will study several aspects of Islamic
banking, with the major emphasis being on their
relationship with Central Banks, supervision by Central
Banks, capital adequacy ratios and increasing investments
in Islamic nations," he said.
The 10th Expert-Level Meeting took place under the
patronage of Heir Apparent of the State of Qatar, His
Excellency Sheikh Jassim Bin Hamad Al Thani.
The meetings were sponsored by Qatar Central Bank
and with co-operation from the International Association
of Islamic Banks, aimed to discuss, research and analyse
the many problems facing Islamic banks in dealing with
Central Banks.
Eighty-six delegates attended the conference, the main
focus of which was on the two areas of: 'Islamic Financial
Markets — Application & Theory' and 'Supervision of
Islamic Banks by the Central Banks'.
Delegates were welcomed by the Governor of the
Central Bank of Qatar, and the chairman of IAIB. The
Central Banks of Qatar, Malaysia, Egypt, Bahrain, Jordan
and Pakistan were represented, and those taking part in
the discussions included Justice Mohammed Taqi Usmani,
and Dr Rifaat Abdul Karim.
During the meeting, Islamic banks and financial
institutions were urged to evolve new strategies and make
certain major changes in their working, in order to play a
pivotal role in the global banking sector and financial markets.
At the inaugural session, Prince Mohammad Al Faisal
Al Saud, chairman of the International Association of
Islamic Banks (IAIB), said: "We have a long way to go
before Islamic banks become strong and competitive in
global markets. Our share in the global banking industry is
still very low, compared to the total assets of conventional
banks. We need urgently to evolve certain major changes
in the way we work."
He added: "Islamic banks will have to effect the
changes soon and integrate their operations with the
global economy."

Inaugurating the meeting, Abdullah bin Khaled Al
Attiya, Governor of the Qatar Central Bank (QCB), said
that as a first step towards implementing major changes in
the working of Islamic banks, Central Banks should play a
bigger role in supervising their activities.
"The QCB has lately designed and established such a
unit (Islamic Supervision Unit) for Islamic banks in Qatar.
"We have fixed the capital adequacy ratio and
liquidity ratio to reduce banking risks. The results have
been positive," he said.
Abdullah bin Khaled added, "The deposits of two
Islamic banks in Qatar (the Qatar Islamic Bank and the
Qatar International Islamic Bank) increased by 166.8 per
cent, during the period January, 1990, to August this year.
The total assets of these two banks also increased by 176
per cent in the same period."
Sheikh Ali bin Abdullah Al Thani, chairman of the
Qatar International Islamic Bank (QIIB), said that two
important topics that would be discussed at the two-day
meeting including supervision by Central banks of Islamic
banks and Islamic financial markets.
Presenting a paper on "Islamic capital markets — theory
and practice," Riad Assad, an official from the Jordan Central
Bank, said: "The time has come for Islamic Capital markets to
invest Islamic funds in the economies of Islamic states,
through their stock markets and financial institutions."
Saadiq Hassan, general manager of the United Bank
Ltd, said, "Islamic banks have to play a leading role in
financing several oil and gas projects in the Gulf states. We
should compete with conventional banks in financing
major projects in the region."
Presiding over the closing session, Mejeb T Al Turki,
Director (banking control department) of the Qatar Central
Bank (QCB), said: "The huge deposits by Islamic banks,
estimated to be over $100bn (QR365bn), should be invested
in Islamic states. Islamic banks and monetary authorities
should enter into joint ventures with commercial
organisation and finance major development projects."
Abdul Basit said that more training institutes should
be set up to equip modern banking techniques. He added
that Islamic banks that meet once every two years, should
hold meetings more 'often'.
Syed Khizar Ahmed, manager (specialised products
division) of the Saudi British Bank, said that Islamic banks
should enhance their customer base by offering several
new products.
"There has been a great deal of change in the
consumer markets in the past few years. In order to
compete with conventional banks, Islamic banks should
strengthen their 'retail' and 'corporate' division and evolve
more customer-friendly policies," Ahmed said.
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Islamic Capital Markets
At the Tenth Level Expert Meeting in Qatar, Adnan Al Bahar, Chairman and
Managing Director of the International Investor, Kuwait, discussed the
requirements for the development of Islamic capital markets.
apital markets are the source for long term funding,
be it equity or debt, and as such they are very
important tools for economic development especially in the later stages of that development.
Capital markets help route domestic savings to meet
the important longer-term funding needs of an economy.
They also act as a catalyst by attracting local savings
from money markets by creating sufficient liquidity
behind long-term investments, and thereby removing a
key obstacle in directing local savings to longer term
uses.
They are also very critical to attracting foreign capital
as the majority of foreign investors who invests in
emerging markets are financial or portfolio investors.
These investors need efficient capital markets to be able to
trade their positions, that is to say, acquire and sell
financial holdings in accordance with their investments
strategies.
Capital markets also offer other advantages to their
respective economies such as:
• An increase in choice and terms to qualify issuers for a
starter and the rest of the market at a later stage,

C

•
•

Providing better tools to manage liquidity by the
financial industry, and
Providing the tools for efficient management of
monetary policy by central banks.

Requirements for the
Development of Capital Markets
For capital markets to develop we need more than just
the desire to develop them. The respective economies need
to advance to the stage were they cannot function
efficiently without them.
Markets develop around buyers and sellers, who trade
assets, commodities and other investment. When these
exist in sufficient volume, a market develops. Once a
market has developed, we can then look into ways to help
it prosper and grow. The following are the three key
players that enable a market to operate:
1. The Buyers in a capital market are the "Large
corporate" and "Governments" these seek to raise longterm debt or equity capital for the propose of funding
their need or as result of selling assets through their
privatisation schemes.
2. The intermediaries: These are usually specialised
financial institutions, primarily investment Banks.

"Islamic Banking here to Stay"
ile attending the Tenth Level Expert Meeting of conservative estimates.
Wslamic Banks and Monetary Authorities in Doha, But how does it feel to create a

Qatar, Ghazanfar Adil, Director General of the Institute of
Islamic Banking and Insurance, was interviewed by the
local newspaper, 'Gulf Times'. Below we reproduce part
of the interview that was published on 14th October,
1997, under the title: 'Islamic banking here to stay, says
top official'.
"Islamic banking is here to stay despite stiff
competition from a global economy that's geared towards
interest," Ghazanfar Adil, Director General of the Londonbased Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance, said.
The problems facing Islamic banking are not linked to
conventional banking alone and are mostly due to
differences in how the system is being practised, he said
at the close of a two-day expert level meeting of hlamic
and Central banks at the Doha Sheraton Hotel.
"Today, there are many organisations that follow
Islamic banking principles but are not making enough
efforts to find real solutions.
'The system of Islamic banking ethically right and more
and more people will follow it," Adil added when asked
about rising competition with conventional banking.
Islamic banks have carved a niche market for
themselves and today are worth $100 billion according to
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niche market when the entire global
economy is geared on principles
based on interest? "It definitely is
difficult to work alone," Adil said.
Research at his institute has identified over 100
organisations world-wide that are involved in Islamic
banking today.
"Islamic banking is being promoted on a large scale
in Malaysia alongside conventional banking and there
have been real efforts made to find solutions facing
Islamic banking," he said.
But there has not been a "real surge" in Islamic
banking world-wide mostly because there has been less
training in this specialised field. Nor has there been a
great number of Islamic funds except those which were
started a couple of years ago and are being managed
mostly be international banks.
Asked about supervision from Central Banks over
Islamic banks, Adil admitted that there has been a
difference of opinion about how Central Banks should
managed Islamic banks. "The basic difference of
opinion lies on deposits and how they have to be
invested," he said.

Investment Banks are usually key drivers in the
development of a capital market primarily because their
well-being and growth depend on those markets, as they
are their primary source of funding or raising money, as
opposed to Commercial Banks that raise money through
deposits and lend on their balance sheet. This is why the
growth of capital market instruments brought about the
term dis-intermediation meaning cutting out the
intermediary function of banks.
3. Reasonably sophisticated investor: suppliers (of
funds) or investors including a large enough institutional
base.
Once a market develops, a number of factors become
important in helping that market grow and flourish. Key
factors among them are:
• The legal infrastructure for these markets,
• A developed and competitive financial markets and a
market based economic management approach, and
• Quality support services industry (legal, brokerage
clearing, auditing etc..)

Where is the Islamic
Capital Market Today?
Capital markets, both conventional and Islamic, are in
their early stages in most Islamic countries, especially in
the Arab world.
This is primarily a result of those economies either
being in their very early stage of economic development,
or because of centralised management of those economies
and the associated restriction on movement of capital. It
could also be because of the non-existence of demand for
capital as a result of a cash-rich government providing for
all the needs of the societies,
But lately things have changed, markets are being
liberalised and controls lifted. Governments don't have
enough resources to cover all their needs, and are
therefore privatising and shrinking their role in the
economy, with the aim of controlling the growing budget
deficits and increasing economic efficiency. This is creating
the required "demand and supply" for the development of
the capital markets.
The Islamic Capital Market's development is following
behind its conventional counterpart regionally. However,
Islamic Capital Markets are exposed to some specific
constraints that should be identified, namely:
1. Offers by Quality Names (i.e. investment grade
issuers) in this market are still not sufficient to meet the
demand in those markets. In the Arab markets, the
primary issuers of debt instruments have been Banks
(conventional) and Government, and the majority of IPOs
have been for banks seeking to raise capital. Furthermore,
the limited number of quality deals in the Islamic Market,
are being kept on the books of the original investors or
banks, thereby hampering the development of a secondary
market in these papers.
2. In some markets the primary focus has been on
tapping foreign capital and most of that comes
conventionally.
3. There are very few Islamic Investment banks, and
the Islamic commercial banking industry not being

competitive enough and therefore lacking the drive and
the capacity to originate, structure and place transactions
which are oriented towards the capital markets.
On a more positive the signs are that the above
constraints are gradually being overcome. With the
saturation of foreign capital flow, the increasing size and
sophistication of the Islamic Banking industry with its
local and regional funding base is becoming increasingly
seen as a competitive source of funding, this is attracting
issuers to the market.
One could also see the starts of such paper flow, which
demonstrate that the industry does not lack structural
solutions to bring product to this market, some examples
are:
1. The IDB Unit Trust
An example of a development agency expanding its
funding base through securitising its lease and Murabaha
portfolio.
2. Kuwait Airways Lease Financing
An example of a government-owned company raising
funding by securitising leases and privately placing them.
3. Listed Islamic funds of which their are a number,
but one that this author has experience with, is the "The
TlI Kuwait Real-State Development fund" which bought
assets from the Kuwait government and was then sold to
the public and listed on the Kuwait stock market.
To my knowledge of all the above only the last was
listed and its secondary market liquidity was totally
supported by investor demand. Most of the rest where
either not listed or liquidity is arranged by the issuer.
1. Increase the flow of quality assets (quality being
where investors will buy the paper without doing any due
diligence work).
2. Increase the knowledge of non-bank investors of
these products, especially private investors and market
traders as these are the creators of liquidity in the market.
In conclusion it should be remembered that the Islamic
financial industry is only 15 years old. This market has
developed from nothing to around US$80 billion (plus) in
this time, and is growing at 10 to 15% per annum.
Islamic investors are getting more sophisticated, are
seeking "higher value" products and shifting from short
term instruments to "medium term" and "equity based"
investments.
When we couple this with the emerging realisation of
Corporate and Governments of the importance of the
Islamic market, and how this market can help them
improve their cost of funding and widen their sources, and
the increasing number of Islamic investment banking
outfits we immediately see the basic ingredients of Islamic
Capital markets developing.
Countries that open themselves to this trend will
benefit economically from the funding capacity and
diversity that Islamic Capital markets bring. I think our
experience in Kuwait is a good example of such trends,
today in Kuwait the majority of investment banking outfits
are Islamic and they play a major role in bringing new
issues to the market and in bidding for the governments
disposal of assets.
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Issues of Islamic Equity Investment
The relatively recent and rapid development of Islamic equity products is
encouraging, and is vital in the on-going expansion of the Islamic financial
products range. Stella Cox discusses the evolution of Islamic Equity
Investment, its potential for risk and profit, selection procedures
performance monitoring and long-term investment.

T

he development of Islamically
structured equity funds has been
a favoured focus of the last couple of years and has indeed resulted in
the launch of various products by a
number of Islamic and conventional
institutions working both independently and in partnership.
Until recently, much of the product
innovation for the Islamic financial
sector had been targeted at the Islamic
commercial banks and engineered with
regard to their specific investment risk
and return criteria. The result was the
development of a variation of financing
techniques; initially short-term, secured
commodity and trade finance offering
low risk and return and, latterly,
structured medium-term investments in
trade and leased assets that moved up
the risk and return curve.
Although these innovations have
assisted with the expansion of the
product base, there has, without
doubt, been a void of appropriate
investment opportunities available to
those investors seeking potential for
enhanced profits and added portfolio
diversification.
Construction of a balanced
portfolio requires access to a range of
asset categories and investment
horizons. Past research by numerous
authorities suggests that a welldiversified portfolio of global stocks
will outperform other asset categories
(for example cash and bonds in the
conventional markets) over the
medium term - owing to the inherent
volatility of the equity markets, a
medium-term view is a prerequisite.
Figure 1 illustrates portfolio
opportunities for an Islamic investor.
It moves along the risk curve from the
lower-risk, lower return investment,
that has previously been a feature of
the market, to higher risk assets that
are potentially more profitable and
likely to satisfy the investor's total
yield aspirations. Towards the top of
the curve asset allocation shifts to
open ended equity funds and closedNew Horizon November 1997 6

ended venture capital or private which certainly limited the scope of
equity investment opportunities.
market potential and meant that we
were unable to enlist the support of an
Islamic institutional partner.
Global Equity
Nevertheless, the Gulf Bank in
Investment Kuwait was keen to sell the product to
The Early Islamic Funds its own customer base and, due to the
The drive towards enhanced yield long-standing relationship that
(whilst still retaining access to already existed between our two
liquidity) has led to the renewed organisations, it was a very successful
prominence of Islamic equity funds. union. We were able to attract our
These followed the first wave of own private clients whilst Gulf Bank
Islamic equity investment products delivered the product through its
launched by Kleinwort Benson retail network.
Investment Management ("KBIM")
Without a doubt the Islamic fund
and UBS in the mid-1980's.
was best received in Kuwait and we
KB's product was somewhat became exposed to that market when
unimaginatively titled "The Islamic distribution was less effective
Fund". It was a unitised Guernsey elsewhere. The Gulf crisis led to rapid
registered fund
that bore the
RISK
endorsement of its
•
own
Shariah
Venture capital investment
Advisors and was
Quoted equity funds
created to offer our
Commodity funds
institutional and
high net worth
Medium-term asset finance
private clients
✓ Structured short-term trade finance
asset diversificaSecured commodity Investment
tion.
PROFIT
These funds
were sometimes
Figure 1
referred to as
commercially un-viable, however, redemption of many shares and our
despite screening individual stocks in belief was that the remaining funds
accordance with the stipulations of under management could not be
our Shariah Board, we were still able effectively diversified across market
to amass a substantial global universe sectors to produce optimum
that regularly outperformed its MSCI performance for the remaining
Index benchmark. At its height, our shareholders.
fund's managers were responsible for
When we wound down the Fund
over US$20 million - small in in 1991, we retained a number of client
conventional terms, but certainly investments as independently
viable.
managed portfolios and subsequently
However we had critical structural substantially increased aggregate
and distribution issues to address. For funds under management.
example, at the time there was only
limited endorsement of global equity
investment amongst the individual Islamic Equity Funds:
Shariah authorities. Acceptability of Product of the 1990's
international equity as a Halal
After the initial forays into global
investment was rigorously debated, equity investment, the market

remained fairly quiet until the end of
1994 when the AI Madina Equity
Fund was launched and managed by
Albert E Sharp and Faldo Hassard.
This was followed by the National
Commercial Bank Global Equity Fund
launched in January 1995 and
managed by the US based Wellington
Management Company.
In Autumn of 1995, the
international Investor (T1I) of Kuwait
launched the Dublin registered Ibn
Majid Emerging Markets Equity Fund,
simultaneously announcing that it
would be managed by the Swiss Bank
Corp, with whom TlI intended to
develop further equity funds. There
were a number of interesting and
innovative features about this
investment product.
i) it was, for example, the first
time that a Middle Eastern institution
operating within Islamic Shariah had
actively attached its brand to its own
equity fund and launched it;
ii) secondly, with an emerging
market focus it diversified from global
equity and addressed a specific sector;
and

by AI-Tawfeek Company for
Investment Funds (managed by Roll
and Ross Asset Management) and also
the launch of Faisal Finance's SE
Asian equity focused Adil Fund.
These (and a number of other)
recent Funds have all been launched
with the endorsement of their own
Shariah supervisory committees,
although it is fair to say that we are
yet to achieve unanimous Shariah
approval for equity investment in
interest-based financial markets. So
what has changed to persuade an
increasing number of financial
institutions to launch Islamic equity
products?
I think it's reasonable to surmise
that much of the change is being
directly spearheaded by the Islamic
institutions. Competition has
increased between the Islamic houses
who must strive to develop and offer
a full product range to an increasingly
discerning customer base.
Additionally, the technical ability
of the Islamic institutions has
progressed immeasurably during the
past ten years and we have also

Recent Funds have all been launched with the
endorsement of their own Shariah supervisory
committees, although it is fair to say that we are
yet to achieve unanimous Shariah approval for
equity investment in interest-based financial
markets. So what has changed to persuade an
increasing number of financial institutions to
launch Islamic equity products?
iii) thirdly, it brought together a
prominent Islamic investment
company with a major Western bank,
blending joint structuring skills with
Shariah credibility, fund management
capability and global distribution.
Banque Indosuez also chose to
focus on emerging markets with lbn
Battutah, which it managed in-house.
In 1996 Flemings launched Oasis
Global Equity Fund and Banque
Nadonale de Paris its Caravan Fund
(also managed by Wellington). Both
added to the group of conventional
banks able to address previous
criticism that western institutions
were reluctant to commit funds and
resources to developing innovative, or
previously untested, products for the
Islamic market.
The year 1996 also saw the launch
of AI Safwa Global Equity sponsored

witnessed the emergence of
aggressively positioning Islamic
investment banks and institutions.
These include Islamic Investment
Company of the Gulf, Tll,
International Investment Group and
First Islamic Investment Bank
Majestic
Global
(formerly
Investments) which have concentrated
on the origination of performance
investments for their shareholders and
HNW clients.
Similarly there is impressive
strength in the capability and
experience of Islamic banking
professionals.
Mmany esteemed Shariah
scholars are adopting a more
pragmatic approach to the stock
selection process that can be directly
to
enhanced
attributed
communication and information flow

from the executives of the Islamic
institutions that they represent.
Obviously, the full endorsement
of a panel of widely respected Shariah
scholars is the only way to achieve
wide acceptance of a product. Thus,
informed involvement of the scholars
results in development of the
approved universe of stocks, enabling
the creation of a diversified portfolio
that is well placed to achieve targeted
returns.
As for organisations (not
mentioned) seeking to enhance their
revenue through inappropriately
high management fees, supposedly
justified by the added cost of
structuring and obtaining Shariah
endorsement of Islamic products, it
has to be said that that argument is
not particularly convincing and
leave further debate for another
occasion!

Stock Selection
Procedures
There is now greater consistency
in the guidelines that have emerged
on the structure and criteria for
selecting stocks for an Islamic
portfolio. Yet there is no definitive
answer to stock picking, which will
depend upon individual fund
sponsors and the opinion of the
individual Shariah advisors.
What is universally accepted is
that some stocks are always
prohibited or Haram and these
include:
i) companies involved in the
production or distribution of
liquor (such as breweries);
ii) companies involved in gambling
(such as book making activities);
iii) companies involved in the
conventional financial services
industry, including banks,
securities houses and insurance
groups;
iv) those involved in the production
and sale of armaments;
v) those active in the production of
pork products and non-halal
meat; and, at the specific request
of our advisors;
vi) manufacturers of tobacco products.
Additionally, Shariah advisors are
reluctant to approve investment in
hotel and leisure groups that derive
substantial profits from bar sales,
night-clubs and casinos.
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After considering the primary
activity of the stock in question, a
closer look must be taken at the
activities of subsidiaries and other
group companies. For example, a
major conglomerate that derives
significant income from a subsidiary
involved in conventional banking or
financial services may not be included.
Avoidance of investment in the
above may be considered as the first
stage, or level one, of the stock
selection procedure that is known by
various different terms including
"screening", "cleansing" and
"purifying". Level two screening,
sometimes-called 'strict adherence',
calls for close review of the corporate
accounts.
There has been considerable
ongoing debate about the impact of
Riba in the performance of Western
equities. This has been a major factor
in limiting the wider acceptability of
international equity investment by the
Islamic sector. Most international
companies borrow at interest from
conventional banks and, if they have
no need of leverage, they will almost
certainly be depositing funds at
interest in the conventional markets.
An approach to this has been to
consider the debt/equity ratio of the
company. Individual Islamic
institutions apply their own leverage
restriction and the level of
acceptability varies, depending upon
Shariah opinion. Generally, the
acceptable level falls between 20% to
40%, and it is true to say that most
scholars will reject a stock that is
deemed to have too high a gearing.
If a leverage limitation is imposed,
there will still be a percentage of
corporate profitability derived from
prohibited financial activity. Similarly,
a portion of the stock dividend will be
tainted by Riba and is therefore
unacceptable income for investors.
The current solution to this is to apply
a formula to calculate the impact of
Riba in the dividend.
Dividend stripping policy also
varies. Dresdner Kleinwort Benson's
policy has always been to identify an
upper approximation of the tainted
income portion which can then be
remitted to approved charities by the
custodian or portfolio manager before
distribution to the client, or paid in
whole to the investor who makes the
charitable donation at his own
New Horizon November 1997 8

discretion.
Having created an acceptable
stock universe, it must be maintained
through regular and diligent
monitoring. In addition to annual,
audited financial statements, as much
inflow of information as possible
should be gathered on individual
stocks to ensure continuing
acceptability.
Managers endeavour to undertake
frequent interim reviews as, clearly,
company activity is ongoing and from
time to time previously acceptable
shares will need to be divested or
removed from the approved register
and rendered ineligible for future
acquisition.

Monitoring Performance
of New Funds
Islamic investment funds remain
high on the agenda. This year
Flemings is to add an emerging
markets product to complement Oasis
Global Equity Fund. Further
prominent Islamic institutions,
including AI Rajhi Banking and
Investment Corporation, Faysal
Islamic Bank and First Islamic
Investment Bank have recently
announced, or intend to launch, new
equity funds.
For investors this must be good
news. A range of competing products
launched by very reputable
institutions affords choice and, once
essential Shariah stipulations are
incorporated in the management of
the fund, it will be up to the manager
to achieve the targeted performance.
The nature and volatility of the
equity markets means that investors
seeking enhanced profitability will be
accepting a greater underlying
investment risk. Fund managers will
endeavour to address this with an
investment portfolio that encompasses
a range of developed, international
markets and industry sectors and
perhaps a spread of emerging market
investment too.
Initially, there was considerable
concern that there would be little to
choose from in performance of
comparable Islamic equity funds after
rigorous screening. This has not, in
fact, been the case as different Fatwas
allow different investment focus and
trading methodology and this,
coupled with the varying approaches

of individual fund managers, has
resulted in fairly wide ranging
performance.
Selecting the right fund manager
is clearly critical to the success of a
fund. A number of top houses are
already active in Islamic fund
management, having been drawn
towards the Islamic financial system's
developing profile and the
opportunity, in some instances, of
combining their traditional capabilities
with those of the sponsoring Islamic
institution.
Nowadays, investment security
and the perception of liquidity are
especially important to investors. The
added involvement of a custodian and
administrator (with appropriate credit
ratings and low risk domiciles) to
segregate client funds, make
settlements and monitor net asset
value, assures the assets of the fund.
Many recent funds have been
registered in Dublin under Central
Bank of Ireland regulation. Other
registration centres include
Luxembourg, the Channel Islands and
Grand Cayman. Listing can be
arranged for the local market.
Numerous recent and regrettable
events have led to derivatives being
perceived as high-risk instruments of
speculation and, consequently, the
acceptance by Shariah scholars of
recognised hedging techniques by
Shariah scholars is very limited.
One might argue that they can be
created with low risk perspective to
protect investors from unnecessary
market volatility, and a number of
prominent practitioners in our market
now propose that derivatives will be
essential to the complete Islamic
financial system.
Some progress is being made in
the application of derivatives to
mitigate risk in commodity and trade
transactions but, for the present, the
topic is controversial and the use of
stock options and short positions are
still widely rejected.
Presently, most Islamic equity
funds measure performance against a
conventional industry benchmark
such as the MSCI Index for global
equity. The relevant indices may be
subjected to Islamic screening for the
sake of fair comparison and, in
Malaysia, Islamic indices for regional
markets are already published by
some organisations.

Long-Term Equity
Investment
We should also touch upon the
increasing requirement for global
infrastructure financing, which is
particularly apparent through new
projects being developed now in many
Muslim countries.
There has certainly been
institutional and private sector
involvement in project financing, but
much has related to the financing of
individual, asset-backed tranches
through Murabaha, Istisna and Ijara
contracts. There is clearly scope for
further commitment through equity
participation.
The Musharaka contract, is central
to the concept of Islamic financing. It
has not, however, been as widely
utilised as may have been possible
(with exceptions of Sudan and Iran)
because of the inherent risks and often
long-term nature of the investments.
Much of the locally raised equity
for projects in the Middle East and
surrounding region has been privately
placed with corporate entities and
HNW families that may have a greater
tolerance of the risk profile of the
investment and less concern about
locking away liquidity.
For those willing to invest,
opportunity abounds and the desire
amongst several Gulf governments to
raise finance for build-own-operate
infrastructure projects is prompting a
review of existing investment laws.
New projects of this type are now
regularly being developed in
partnership between, typically, a local
organisation, a government entity and
a foreign technician.
One might argue that the
principles of Islamic finance should
result in the formation of Musharaka
partnerships for mutual fund
management. In the Western scenario
the portfolio manager is given funds
to manage by an investor and does so,
taking a cut of the investor's return as
his fee. In the event that losses are
incurred, these are usually borne by
the investor.
By example, when Dresdner
Kleinwort Benson launched AI
Meezan Commodity Fund in cosponsorship with Islamic Investment
Company of the Gulf, in addition to
incorporating our management skills
with the Shariah directives of IICG,

both institutions felt that it was
important to become shareholders.
Accordingly, although there are no
guarantees for investors, the
performance is shared by the sponsors
of the Fund, and we feel that we have
a genuine risk bearing and, hopefully
profitable, partnership.

Malaysia
In Malaysia, the development of
the Islamic Capital Market is a
primary focus and, in 1994, Bank Islam
Malaysia Berhad (BIMB) launched
BIMB Securities Sdn Bhd. BIMB
Securities is a stockbroking company
operating within the same institutional
and regulatory framework as other
member companies of the Kuala
Lumpur Stock Exchange (KLSE). As it
is 70% owned by BIMB, parts of its
operations have been modified so that
all activities conform to Shariah.
Subject to compliance with
Shariah principles, the services
provided by the Company correspond
to those offered by other securities
companies and include:
i) dealing in securities listed on KLSE
and other recognised exchanges;
ii) asset management;
and
iii)nominee/custodian
registration services;
iv) investment research and advisory
services; and
v) corporate advisory services,
underwriting and placement.
BIMB Securities has an approved
list of stocks that are screened to
ensure compliance with Islamic
Following
the
principles.
establishment of the company, other
existing organisations have designated
a specialised section of their operation
to offer similar Islamic stock-broking
services.
In 1995, BIMB itself launched an
Islamic Unit Trust investing in the
stocks of the Approved List and in
1996 Malaysia's Abrar Group
International launched the Abrar
Investment Fund, an open-ended
equity unit trust invested through the
KLSE (60%) and internationally (10%)
with a further 20% placed in the
Islamic money market.
Interestingly and perhaps controversially, Abrar Group is developing
Islamic futures trading with a
committee established by the Kuala
Lumpur Options and Financial
Futures Exchange which has stated its

commitment to list derivatives on an
index of Halal shares to attract Muslim
investors.
Although reference is made to the
prevailing lack of uniform opinion
between Shariah scholars in the Arab
countries and Malaysia, Rashid
Hussein Berhad, which itself launched
an Islamic Index of Shariah endorsed
stocks, is the manager and joint
sponsor appointed by AI Tawfeek
Company for its closed-ended
Malaysian Equity Venture Capital
Fund.

Conclusion
Observers have criticised the lack
of appropriate investment product for
retail investors. Whilst all will
acknowledge the importance of
bringing diversified Islamic financial
products to the man on the street, due
regard must also be paid to the
anticipated performance and risk
profile of investment opportunities
being delivered.
It is essential that clients are
properly advised and have a thorough
appreciation of those risks, including
potential market volatility, absence of
capital protection or any restrictions
impacting the trading methodology of
the fund managers.
Many of the Islamic equity funds
are open-ended and structured to
deliver much needed asset diversification with in-built liquidity with the
institutional client in mind. Even then,
when seeking enhanced performance
it is easy to overlook the fact that,
although speculative positioning in
the equity markets can yield
spectacular, one-off profits, stocks
acquired for investment purposes
generally need to be held for several
years.
We should be very encouraged by
the relatively recent and rapid
development of Islamic equity
products. Investors are already able to
choose from a broad array of funds
investing in both listed and venture
equity with global, regional and
specialised focuses. Not only does it
assist in further expanding Islamic
financial products range, it also
demonstrates that concerted effort
results in solutions being found to
seemingly insurmountable problems
that have previously hindered the
innovation of equity investment
opportunities.
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Institute Hosts
Third Annual Dinner
Completing its fifth year, the Institute reiterated its
commitment to the concepts of Islamic banking and
insurance, and urged world financial institutions to
channel their energies towards developing this
system, which is "as effective as it is compassionate".
The Prime Minister of Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif, was to
be the chief guest, and Sartaj Aziz, the finance
minister, was to be the guest speaker, however they
were recalled to Pakistan at short notice. In their absence the Third
Annual Dinner was attended by the Pakistani High Commissioner to
Britain, HE Riaz Samee, and Humayun Akhter Khan, Minister of State and
Chairman of the Board of Investment.
he London-based Institute of Islamic Banking and commercialised economic and social system in the world
Insurance held its Third Annual Dinner on 29 today. The interpretation of financial instruments in the
October, 1997, at the Grosvenor House Hotel, light of injunctions laid down by Islam has added a new
attended by over eighty of the UK's leading professionals, dimension to the conventional banking system which was
academics, scholars and active supporters and proponents prevalent as the only option twenty years ago. Today,
more than one hundred and fifty Islamic financial
of the field of Islamic banking and finance.
Although the Prime Minister of
Pakistan, Nawaz Sharif, was to be the
chief guest, and Sartaj Aziz, the finance
minister, was to be the guest speaker, they
were recalled to Pakistan at short notice
As Muazzam Ali, Chairman of the
Institute explained in his opening address:
"The Prime Minister, had to cut short
his visit to the UK and return to Pakistan
to attend to some important issues
needing his immediate attention. He is
sorry that due to sudden change in his
programme he is unable to attend."
However the Prime Minister was able
to send a message that was read out by
Riaz Samee, the High Commissioner of
Pakistan to Britain:
"I am pleased to learn that the
Speakers at the Institute dinners, past present, Michael Clode Partner Freshfieldes,
Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance
Humayun Akhtar Khan Minister of State and Chairman Board of Investment Pakistan,
is celebrating its 5th year of inception. The
Robin T Fox Chairman Klienwert Benson Group
work of the Institute in disseminating
information about the Islamic financial system, and its institutions are operating world wide, and as a result of
contribution to economic research is indeed laudable, and the proven soundness of these principles, a growing
I would like to congratulate the Institute for their efforts in number of conventional banks and financial institutions
bringing about a harmony between Islamic principles and are offering their clientele with the option of transacting
the present international banking system," wrote the their business according to the requirements of the Islamic
financial system.
Prime Minister.
"I am sure that through your constant endeavours,
"The Islamic financial system is important for both
the
value-oriented Islamic financial system would be
Muslims and non-Muslims alike, since it endeavours to
integrate the moral values of Islam with the highly able to expand its universal appeal and find acceptance

T
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among bankers and investors alike," concluded the
message.
Also in attendance in place of the absent Finance
Minister, was Humayun Akhter, Minister of State and
Chairman of the Board of Investment.

"We believe that Western banks and
Islamic banks can learn from each
other's experiences. While Western
banks can benefit from the ethical
and social values of the Islamic
banking system, Islamic banks can
gain from the Western expertise in
the fields of regulatory controls,
accounting standards, and banking
and finance technology."
Muazzam Ali welcomed Nawaz Sharif's interest in
Islamic banking, and recalled "with pride the reiteration
of his commitment to establish an Islamic banking system
in the country."

"We also welcome his appointing a committee headed
by Raja Zafar-ul-Haq to formulate a practical framework
for an Islamic banking system for Pakistan, and put up its
recommendation to the government," he continued.
"The appointment of the Committee, is a happy
augury indeed. By setting up this Committee, the Prime
Minister has not only highlighted the need for Islamic
banking, but also taken positive steps towards its
implementation in Pakistan.
"We are confident that the Committee will in the near
future come up with practical suggestions towards this end.
"The Institute has extended its hand of co-operation to
Raja Zafar-ul-Haq and has presented him with a complete
set of its publications.
"New trends appeared on the world scene of banking
and finance two decades ago. These new trends were

marked by feelings of doubt among some businessmen,
financiers and intellectuals about the morality of the
prevailing financial system. They wondered if the pursuit
of profit above all else could be justified by any standard.
"In the West, this phenomenon led to the
establishment of a number of ethical investment
institutions and their number is increasing.
"Islam has its own distinctive value-orientated
financial system, on which the Islamic banking system is
firmly based.
"Today more than 150 Islamic financial institutions
are functioning in various parts of the world, managing
billions of dollars.
"Islamic banking system not only permits profit
making by means held lawful by Islam, but actually
encourages it. However, it equally obliges the financial
institutions to look after the needs of the less privileged
members of the society. It firmly discourages all forms of
exploitation and activities that might be detrimental to the
interests and well-being of the society.
"Two decades is a short period for the development to
maturity of a new system. The Islamic financial system is
no exception. It has a long way to go before it can claim to
be a full-fledged system capable of meeting the challenges
of today's fast-moving financial world.

"During the last five years of its existence, the Institute
of Islamic Banking and Insurance has been striving to
promote Islamic banking. It has been constantly bringing
to the attention of Islamic banks the issues that need to be
urgently addressed.
"We believe that Western banks and Islamic banks
can learn from each other's experiences. While Western
banks can benefit from the ethical and social values of
the Islamic banking system, Islamic banks can gain
from the Western expertise in the fields of regulatory
controls, accounting standards, and banking and
finance technology.
"We look forward to the day when financial
organisations, the world over, will devote their energies to
the promotion of a system that is as effective as it is
compassionate," he concluded.
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Islamic Banking in Pakistan

T
DOORS OPEN
8-10 DECEMBER 1997, BAHRAIN
The Islamic Banking and Finance Forum will open its doors
for the 4th consecutive year on 8-10 December to an
illustrious gathering of the world's leading Islamic financial
exparts, senior government officials and business leaders.
Staged for the first time in Bahrain, the capital of the Middle
East's financial services sector, the Forum will provide an
unprecedented opportunity to debate the latest issues of key
concern to the Islamic Banking & Finance industry.
Internationally recognised as the most prestigious event of
its kind, the Islamic Banking & Finance Forum is a three
day interactive meeting focusing on current and future
developments in the Islamic financial industry together with
exciting investment opportunities in emerging global
Muslim markets.

Keynote themes for the event :
• The globalisation of Islamic Finance
• The New World Economic Order
• Achieving best practices and models to successfully
compete in the global financial market.

Unique features of IBFF
Five Keynote plenary sessions • Six concurrent 2-day
summits covering project finance, leasing, fund
management, real estate investment, insurance and banking
technology • Executive Briefing Sessions • Six exclusive
Country/ Emerging Market Roundtables • 100 of the
industry's leaders to address the Forum • Excellent
networking opportunities at an extensive range of high
profile special events i.e. Forum Luncheons, Gala Dinners
& Receptions.

IBFF 1997 Excellence Awards
The Awards recognise excellence and achievement on the
part of key individuals from the world of Islamic finance and
are presented at a high profile Awards Ceremony and Gala
Dinner as an integral part of the Forum. Awards categories
for 1997 include: • Deal Maker of the Year • Life Time
Achievement • Islamic Banker of the Year

To reserve your seat or for immediate details,
call Lubna or Caroline on -1(971-4) 314552 or
fax us on + (971-4) 318710 today !

8-10 December
Le Royal Meridien Hotel, Bahrain

Zulekhan. Dubai, UAE

New Horizon Subscription Form

with the official support of:

STATE OF BAHRAIN

All business transactions will come to a halt. There will
be no lenders and no capital. Everybody will become
borrower eager to have his share of exploits. This will not
only make Pakistan a backward country, but it will spoil
the image of religion.
The real meaning of Riba is exploitation. The way, the
profits are made by most of the business in the third
world, it does not make these profits legitimate. In fact,
these profits can be classified as real Riba. The other Riba
is bribery and corruption and all forms of exploitation and
injustice prevailing in Pakistan and in many other
countries. Accordingly, Scholars in Pakistan should first
preach and uproot these harmful and unjust Riba before
going after a meagre amount of interest earned by
orphans, widows and aged people which is not even
enough to cover rate of inflation in Pakistan.
It is difficult to understand why scholars are eager to
eliminate interest alone and not the many other bigger sins
prevailing in Pakistan which is causing greater damage to
Pakistan and the religion. Interest (Riba) cannot be
eliminated unless people are honest first and more
harmful sins which directly hurts the whole society, are
eliminated in the first instance.
The religious leaders should preach the entrepreneurs
in Pakistan to honestly distribute/share with
lenders/investors the real profits made by them. Then the
lending on fixed interest (estimated profits basis) will get
rooted out without any efforts or legislation because real
profits are invariably higher than the current rate of
interest paid.
Religion cannot be practised by introducing legislation
or even by its strict enforcement. People have to be
motivated and convinced. They have to fear God and
willingly practice religion to obtain His blessings.
If religious Scholars in Pakistan concentrate on
this kind of voluntary conversion rather than
indulging in power politics and resorting to legal
enforcement of religious practices, a lot of sinful
practices which are causing distress to the general
public in our country will be eliminated. It will
create a better image of Islam and Pakistan will
become more prosperous.

SUBSCR IB E

THE 4TH ANNUAL FORUM ON

BAHRAIN MONETARY
AGENCY

he debate in Pakistan on the subject of Interest on
Banking should be researched further. All Islamic
laws are based on degrees of benefits or harm to society, logic, reasoning and absolute justice, as well as practicalities, situation, circumstances and environment. Time
and space must be taken into consideration.
The sole purpose of banning Riba was because it was
both unjust and exploitative. Borrowers were in fact
exploited. If a Riba is recovered on consumption loan for a
genuine need, it falls under this classification even under
the present conditions.
It was also unfair to charge Riba on a commercial loan
on which no profits have been made. However, modern
financial engineering techniques of risk reduction and
budgeting permit scientific methods of computing profits
in advance. Borrowers are no more exploited. The reverse
is true because lenders are exploited after being paid
paltry amounts of interest that does not even cover
inflation and exchange losses.
To verify actual profits made by a borrower is
impossible due to current standards of morals and ethics
and complexities of business and lending operation.
Otherwise, Scholars should first convert the borrower to
become absolutely honest before they insist profit-sharing
on actual basis. Moreover, it is not necessary to verify
actual profits for the reasons stated above. Profits can vary
due to many reasons including manipulation and
negligence. Then there are other complications such as
currency fluctuations and inflation.
Under the circumstances, lenders will be exploited if no
interest or profit is paid to them on the pretext that there is
no profit. Modem day interest charged by commercial banks
is nothing except sharing of profit computed on scientific
and logical and global basis. It does not fall under the
classification of Riba charged in older times.
Islamic law permits profit sharing and it does not lay
down rigid rules as to how profit should be computed.
Given the complexity of current conditions and
environment, if actual profit sharing is enforced in
Pakistan instead of interest (which is logically computed
on global basis and on estimated profits), then no lenders
in Pakistan will get any profit whatsoever. They will even
lose their capital.
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Citi Islamic Bank Launches Global Equity Fund
niti Islamic Investment Bank
a wholly owned subsidiary of Citicorp, has announced in
Bahrain on 3rd November, 1997, the
launch of an open-ended
Luxembourg mutual fund dedicated
to fulfilling the needs of Islamic
investors.
Called Citi Islamic Portfolios, the
fund line will be managed in
compliance with Shariah principles
and will have its own Shariah
Advisory Board. It begins with a
global equity offering, which is
expected to become one of the largest
Islamic mutual funds, and is a first
for the CHB.
"Citi Islamic Portfolios will be
available to investors throughout the
Islamic world", said Mohammed AlShroogi, Chairman of Citi Islamic
Investment Bank. "The Fund line will
consist of several segregated
portfolios, two of which — the global
equity portfolios — are currently

under introduction. The global equity
portfolios are structured to enable
Islamic investors to participate in
world equity markets, while
investing only in those companies
which meet the Islamic investment
parameters established by the fund's
Shariah Advisory Board.
"We are setting a target level of
$100 million for the global equity
portfolio as we believe that through
Citibank's significant network we can
attract a wider base of investors that
has been the case with other Islamic
funds", commented Al Shroogi.
"To accommodate the broad
investor base we have developed two
portfolios, one for institutional clients
and one for individuals", says AlShroogi.
"What clearly differentiates this
offering is Citibank's expertise to
manage these funds in-house,
combined with the guidance of the
Shariah Advisory Board," added

Farhan Sharaff, Head of Investment
Services of the Citibank Private Bank.
Citibank's global presence provides
access to unparalleled opportunities
and expertise while in house Shariah
monitoring, ensures strict compliance
to Islamic principles. "We also have
the unique ability to distribute this
product through our presence in 10 of
the region's markets."
One member of the Citi Islamic
Portfolios Shariah Advisory Board, is
Dr Mohammed Ali bin Eid Elgari
PhD, member of the Islamic Fiqh
Academy in Jeddah, an Associate
Professor of Islamic Economics at
King Abdulaziz University in Jeddah,
and a member of the Academic
Committee of the Islamic
Development Bank. Also on the
board is Shaikh Nazih Hammad PhD,
a member of the Islamic Fiqh
Academy in Jeddah, and a former
Professor at the College of Shariah,
Umm Alqura University, Makkah.

n agreement to establish an
exempt shareholding company
to manage Islamic funds has been
signed between Bahrain-based
Albaraka Islamic Investment Bank
and the investment arm of the
Malaysian conglomerate Johor Corp.
Known as the AlBaraka-PJB
Pacific Investment Co, the new
venture, split on a 50:50 basis, will
launch its first Asian Islamic Equity
Fund next month which will
primarily invest in South-East Asia
on listed and unlisted exchanges.
The Chief Executive of Johor
Corp, Dato Muhammed Ali Hashem,
said that the open-ended, initially $20
million fund, whose investments will
be based on the rules of Shariah law,
will be offered mainly to investors
from the Middle East and South East
Asia.
He added, "We cannot help but
note that we are gathered here
despite the persistent uncertainty still
looming over Malaysia's and the
ASEAN region's economic climate,
particularly in the light of pressures
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on the Malaysian ringgit and the
recent downward slide of share prices
on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
and the other regional exchanges as
well. Today's signing ceremony is a
vote of confidence in Malaysia's and
Asean's economic fundamentals."
He said these are times when
young and emerging countries,
particularly aggressive and fast
developing Muslim countries such as
Malaysia, "are faced with threats and
challenges that appear to be
deliberately directed by those who
regard our awakening and potential
success as a threat to their narrow
political and commercial interests.
This is the reason why we like to
reach out and establish long-lasting
networks with Albaraka as well as
other business groups in the Middle
East.
"Together through pooling
resources, synchronising strategies
and synergising our efforts, by
sharing information and allowing
mutual access to skills and expertise,
we can gain from the collective

G

ulf International Bank BSC
(GIB) announced that the . Bank
had launched an Internet site.
Details on the site include, the
bank's services, the annual report
and accounts, recent press releases
covering the activities of the bank,
ratings and awards, Gulf currency
rates, a contact directory and a commentary on topics of economic and
financial interest.
The web pages were designed
by Al Nadeem Information
Technology of Manama, Bahrain
and the site is hosted on their server
at the address gibonline.com.

strength to win in the new century."
He said the time had come for Islamic
business institutions world-wide to
take stock of their role and responsibilities towards Muslim societies and
communities everywhere.
Emphasising the need to identify
cross-border opportunities for
development, Sheikh Mahmoud
Jameel Hassoubah, First Deputy
Chairman of Dallah Albaraka
Holding Group, said, "The cooperation between AIIB and JC is a
positive response to this urgency." He
said the Albaraka Group had over 350
million ringgit invested in Malaysia
in banking, palm oil, healthcare, real
estate and the stock market.
"The interaction and co-operation
between our regions may be as old as
mankind, but it was strengthened and
developed by Islam. That is why true
Islamic values coupled with Islamic
financial instruments shall remain the
key for opening a new era of fruitful
interaction and co-operation between
these two regions."
— Latheef Farook, Gulf News

C

International plc and
itibank Investment Company of
V....Islamic
the Gulf (Bahrain) EC (IICG Bahrain)
have jointly arrange US$30 million
syndicated Murabaha financing facility to Daewoo Corporation. The
Murabaha financing facilities has
been done through Saudi-Pak
Industrial and Agricultural
Investment Company (Pvt) Ltd
(Saudi Pak).
The Murabaha financing facility
is for purchase of construction
materials for Lahore-Islamabad
Highway and is for a period of one
year. IICG Bahrain is the Lead
Manager and Structuring Advisor for
the transactions and the participants
included Citibank NA, United Bank
of Kuwait Plc, First ANZ
International Mudaraba Limited and
Qatar International Islamic Bank.

CHACHNYA

Chechnya Plans on
Implementing an
Islamic System

T

he Republic of Chechnya plans on
introducing an Islamic banking
and justice system along with reintroducing the Arabic alphabet. The
Chechnyen president, Aslam
Maskhadov, issued orders to set up
an Islamic central bank saying that
Riba-based banking "violates moral
and economic rights of the citizens."
The reshaping of the country's economic system shows the
Chechnyens' desire to reject the
Russian economic model.
The government also hopes that
Chechnyens will revert back to using
the Arabic alphabet within five years.
Russia imposed the use of its Cyrillic
alphabet after its take over of
Chechnya over 75 years ago. — Failaka

GERMANY

IIBI Participates in the Frankfurt Book Fair

T

Bahrain Bank in Malaysian Investment Fund Pact

A

Gulf International
Bank BSC Launches
Internet Site

Syndicated Murabaha
Facility to Daewoo

he London-based Institute of
Islamic Banking and Insurance
(IIBI) participated, for the first time, in
the 49th International Book Fair,
which was held in Frankfurt from 1520 October 1997.
Reputed to be the world's biggest,
the fair attracted more than 8,000
publishers from approximately 100
countries. It took 1168 pages of the
fair catalogue to alphabetically list all
the participants!
All the IIBI titles were on display,
courtesy of the Federation of Muslim
Student Societies in Germany, which
is located in Cologne.
The prestigious exhibition was
mounted in 10 vast multi-storeyed
buildings, connected with each other
by courtesy of mini-buses.
It was divided into ten categories
— fiction and non-fiction; religion;
children and juvenile books; science,
technology and text books; art;
tourism; international publishers;
electronic media; book trade services;
library forum; and forum
management for booksellers and
publishers.
Most of the Muslim publishers
exhibiting at the fair, came from
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Kuwait,

Morocco, Libya, the Lebanon,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Jordan,
Uzbekistan, Kazakhistan, Kirghistan,
United Kingdom and the United
States of America. Among them the
most impressive was the Bosnia and
Herzegovina stand.
The Frankfurt Book Fair is
essentially organised for the trade,

and aims to bring together publishers,
booksellers, distributors, librarians
and literary agents to establish
contacts for future business. No sales
are permitted to anyone but members
of the trade and that too on the
closing date. Sales to the general
public were strictly prohibited.
- Ghazanfar Ali
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Renong Acquires Stake in Middle East Islamic
Investment Bank

Indonesia, IDB Agree to Alleviate Poverty

Ill e Indonesian government has
agreed to co-operate with the
Islamic Development Bank (IDB) to
co-ordinate the Islamic world's potential to help alleviate poverty in
Islamic countries.
The agreement was reached by
IDB President Muhammad Ali and
Indonesia's Religious Affairs Minister
Tarmizi Taher in Jeddah recently, the
Religious Affairs Ministry said.
The two officials underlined the
importance of co-ordinating the
Islamic countries' potential to improve
the living standards of their peoples.
Poverty alleviation and
improvement of Muslim's welfare
would become the topic of
discussions at the conference of
religious affairs ministries of the
Organisation of the Islamic

Conference (OIC) countries to be held
in Jakarta later this year, Tarmizi said.
At the Jakarta meeting, IDB would
present a working paper related to
efforts to eradicate poverty and
improve the living standards of the
poor in the face of the 21st century.
In addition, it would also put
forward an action plan on how to coordinate the Islamic world's potential.
Indonesia is regarded as one of
the most successful countries in
alleviating poverty.
On September 8, the United
Nations Development Program
(UNDP) bestowed a special citation
on President Soeharto in recognition
of his remarkable achievements in
alleviating poverty in the country of
more than 200 million people.
The number of the country's

MALAYSIA
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Former Indian Finance Minister Urges Islamic Banking
ublic sector banks in India should
open special "windows for Islamic
banking" to mobilise the vast
resources lying idle with the community due to religious reasons which
forbid Muslims from taking interest
on their savings, former Finance
Minister Manmohan Singh has suggested.
"If Citibank can take advantage of
Islamic banking, I don't see why
Indian banks cannot", he said, adding
"minorities form 14 per cent of our
population and have sizeable
resources lying unutilised which
means that there is ample scope for
this sector".
He was speaking at a seminar on
'Contemporary Economic Systems
and Indian Muslims' organised by the
Oriental Society of Amroha.
Manmohan Sing said that Muslim
entrepreneurship in banking and
insurance must increase and the
community shbuld aim at
establishing their own private banks
based on systems suitable to their
religious laws.
"I understand that the concept of

P

people living in poverty dropped
from 60 percent of the total
population in 1970 to only 11 percent
last year.
According to a UNDP Human
Poverty Index issued last June,
Indonesia ranks 23rd among 78
developing countries studied.
Even the head of the UNDP office
in Indonesia, Ravi Rajan, told a
meeting early this month Indonesia
could serve as a model to other
developing countries where poverty
alleviation is concerned.
An estimated 1.3 billion of the
world's population now live in
poverty.
"Thus, the co-operation between
IDB and Indonesia will become
imperative to ensure the success of
development," Tarmizi said. - IINA

mutual funds is not against Shariah
laws, and Muslims must set up such
funds and non-banking financial
companies", he said.
He also agreed that all public
banks must have at least one director
from the minority communities on
their boards to safeguard their
interests, and said during his tenure
as the reserve bank governor, he had
given specific instructions to this
effect. PTI
KUWAIT

Kuwait's Zakat Plan
The Kuwait-based Zakat House is
I seeking to implement a plan next
year to improve its services to the
Kuwait people. Amongst them the
economic rehabilitation of needy families until they can manage their own
affairs, and social welfare program for
families in co-operation with the governmental bodies who are concerned
in the same area of social work.
Finally, they plan to establish new
branches in the regions of Al-Ahmadi
and Al-Gharwanina. - IINA

Malaysian Islamic Bond
Market Continues to
Grow
Thee Malaysian government along
the Malaysian Securities
Commission continue to support the
establishment of an Islamic capital
market. To date, Malaysia is the only
country in the world with an active
Islamic bond market. The growth in
the Islamic bond market has been
remarkable. It increased from RM 25
million ($8.6 million) in 1992 to RM
2.35 billion ($800 million) in 1996.
In the past few years, the
Securities Commission has
introduced several measures to
ensure the proper development of an
Islamic bond market. Over the last
three years, the Commission set up a
Shariah Advisory Council and a
special Islamic Capital Market Unit.
The overall goal of these measures is
to develop high quality Islamic
capital market instruments that are
competitive and attractive to both
Muslim and non-Muslim investors.
— Failaka

D enong Bhd has acquired a six per-

First Islamic has a paid-up capital
IN.cent stake worth US$6 million in of US$100 million. It provides Islamic
the Bahrain-based First Islamic investment banking services and
Investment Bank, making it one of the financial products by combining
first Malaysian companies to invest in conventional investment banking
expertise with a fundamental
an Islamic bank in the Middle East.
"The investment is not only a understanding of Islamic Shariah
strategic move for Renong to investment law.
First Islamic is supported by a
penetrate and establish a presence in
the buoyant economies of the Gulf group of prominent international
region but is also an opportunity for it Islamic scholars who form a sevento be part of a venture that has member board that provides practical
tremendous growth potential," said Islamic opinions on product
executive chairman Halim Saad at the development and the structuring of
mechanisms before giving its seal of
bank's board meeting in Bahrain.
"We believe that First Islamic approval.
First Islamic has a presence in
will be a launching pad for Renong in
the Middle East and Asean Islamic Malaysia through its Malaysian
capital markets, as it is based in the affiliate, Commerce MGI Sdn Bhd,
heart of a lucrative market where which provides Islamic financial
investors are always looking for new consultancy services.
Commerce MGI is a joint arranger
business opportunities," he said in a
and financial advisor of the Islamic
statement released here.
He said Renong is confident that tranche for the financing of the LRT
First Islamic can tap the growing Phase 2 project.
Recently, it developed an Islamic
US$80 billion pool of global Islamic
funds and in the process prove that financial package to refinance the
Islamic financial services are a viable Segari power plant in Lumut, west
coast state of Perak.
alternative to conventional banking.
IRAN

Iranian Success in Islamic Banking
he president of the Iranian
Banking Organisation, Dr Amrani,
stated that the 14 year-old Iranian
experience with non-interest bearing
banking system, has proved its success at the local and international
level. He added, that there are 300
Islamic banks around the world
which are benefiting from that experience.
At the local level, Islamic banking
has shown its ability to control
inflationary tendencies, if it was
practised properly. As a result of this,
savings increased tremendously.
The savings in Islamic banks
across the world have now reached
US$150 billion, last year.
Dr Amrani, in his interview with
Kehan Al-Arabi newspaper, spoke
about the economic activities of his
organisation locally and international-

T

ly. He added, that it organised 7
courses, where tens of senior banking
experts from more than 40 countries
participated.
The eighth course will be held
within the next two months. Foreign
experts from 15 countries are due to
participate in the course. On the other
hand, the second International Islamic
banks seminar, is due to be held next,
under the supervision of the Iranian
Central Bank. The theme of the
seminar is "The international
Resources and How to Invest in
Islamic Banks".
A total of 50 research papers were
received, and out of these 18 were
selected for presentation.
A large number of financiers,
economist, financial experts, and
university professors are expected to
attend. - IINA

US$70m Murabaha
for Power and Water

raysal Islamic Bank of Bahrain EC

. (FIB Bahrain) has arranged a
twelve months Syndicated
Murabaha Financing Facility of
US$70 million to Pakistan Water
and Power Development Authority
(WAPDA), Pakistan, a wholly
owned Government entity involved
in power generation and water distribution, for the purchase of materials and equipment. The facility is
guaranteed by the Ministry of
Finance, Government of Pakistan.
During the last few years, FIB
Bahrain has arranged and
concluded financing facilities in
excess of US$3.2bn under the
syndicated financing facilities. The
successful conclusion of this
transaction is a tribute to the respect
and confidence which international
investors have continued to repose
towards the financing proposals in
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and
also the prominent role which the
State of Bahrain is playing as a
leading financial hub.
Funds for the Murabaha facility
have been provided by a group of
international financial institutions
through a specially formed
Mudaraba (pool). The following
banks/financial institutions have
participated in the transaction:
Faysal Islamic Bank of Bahrain EC
(Principal Mudarib); Gulf
International Bank BSC, Bahrain,
Mashreq Bank PSC, UAE, National
Bank of Pakistan, Bahrain and Saudi
National Commercial Bank, Bahrain
Dresdener
(Co-Mudaribs);
Kleinwort Benson, UK, Jordan
Islamic Bank for Finance and
Investment, Jordan, Qatar Islamic
Bank (SAQ), Qatar, The Commercial
Bank of Dubai, UAE, and Faysal
Investment Bank of Bahrain, EC,
Bahrain (Participants).
The Murabaha financing
agreement was signed on 16
October 1997 and the facility was
utilised on 20 October 1997.
New Horizon November 1997 17
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l Faysal Islamic Bank Ltd, celebrated its 6th anniversary on 17
October 1997. Speaking on the occasion, Farook Bengali, the bank's CEO,
recalled the hard work put in towards
the growth and success that the bank
has achieved during the short period
of time. He said that six years were
not long enough in the life of an
organisation to make its presence felt
and climb to a market leadership
position.
Bengali said that when the bank
started its operations, Crescent
Investment Bank was its largest
competitor, but within this short
period of time, "we have surpassed
them with a sizeable margin".
As per Vital Information Service's
recent ranking of the Top 10
Investment Banks in Pakistan, AFIBL
stands at the top of the list on five out
of the total seven rating criteria. It is
rated second only on two in which it
followed Citicorp Investment Bank on
the basis of EPS and return on
investments. However, this is mainly
due to Citicorp's low capital base and
heavy reliance on Citibank's resources.
Bengali lauded the contributions
made by the employees of the bank in
the success of the bank. In this regard,
he particularly appreciated the efforts
made by Hoti, the County Marketing

AFIBL Celebrates 6th Anniversary
Head, in effective utilisation of bank's
resources on a Pan-Pakistan basis. He
also complemented the contribution
made by Ahmed Kamran in
expanding the bank's business in the
southern region (Sind).
On this auspicious occasion,
Bengali also conveyed the sentiments
of HRH Prince Mohammed Al-Faisal

To celebrate this occasion,
Bengali invited all the bank's
employees to the Karachi office to
share in the Anniversay Cake, made
in the shape of bank's logo by the
Gourmet — Sheraton Hotel &
Towers. Ahmed Kamran, EVP &
Regional Manager South, and
Ahmed Mohiuddin, SVP &

Al Saud, who is extremely pleased at
the bank's year to date performance
with six monthly profits showing a
record Rs197 million.

Company Secretary, who were
closely involved in the incorporation
of the bank, were requested by
Bengali to cut the cake!

Steps Suggested for Islamic Common Market
three-day private sector moot of
56 Islamic countries has called
for the undertaking a series of initial
steps, including creation of free trade
zones and customs unions, for setting
up an Islamic Common Market. The
'Karachi Economic Declaration'
adopted on the conclusion of 4th
Private Sector Meeting of the Islamic
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(ICCI) also urged the development of
'Muslim Multinational Corporations'
which can raise investment in member countries.
"Through this," the Declaration
said, "there can be an extended
exchange of technology, expertise and
experience in management and
marketing from more developed to
less developed Muslim countries." It

A
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called upon the member states to
think on a new vision and evolve a
joint economic strategy to face the
challenges that the coming 21st
century will bring.
The Declaration, adopted at the
concluding session presided by
President ICCI Sheikh Ismail Ali
Abudawood, urged the Islamic
countries to strengthen and develop
an efficient financial and banking
sector for resource development. It
asked to strengthen and make more
effective, by evolving a mechanism of
implementation, the various
agreements particularly the
agreement on Trade Preferential
Treatment within the fold of OIC. Imran Maqbool Sheikh, The News

Entrepreneurs of
Muslim States Offer
150 Projects for Joint
Venture
ore than 150 project proposals
for joint venture partners have
been offered by entrepreneurs from
20 Islamic member countries .
This was stated by the President,
Federation of Pakistan Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FPCCI)
Senator Ilyas Ahmed Bilour while
speaking at the dinner hosted by
him in honour of visiting delegates
from the Islamic countries.
He hoped that all those
Pakistani businessmen who are keen
to establish economic relations with
their Muslim brethren will come
forward and set up joint ventures in

M

PAKISTAN

the respective fields.
Senator Bilour was critical of the
fact that despite rich natural and
human resources of Muslim countries,
they did not initiate any pragmatic
effort to expand trade among
themselves and invest within their
economies.
He pointed out that was why the
Muslim countries were so heavily
dependent on advanced economies
which ought to be the leading market
for exports from Muslim countries.
He was of the view that 4th
Private Sector Meeting organised by
Islamic Chamber of Commerce and

Industry (ICCI) has provided a muchdesired forum for the businessmen of
Muslim countries to discuss ways and
means to foster trade and economic
relations.
He particularly appreciated the
efforts of Sheikh Ismail Ali
Abudawood, President ICCI for the
promotion of intra-Islamic trade and
to bring businessmen and
entrepreneurs of Muslim countries
closer.
He said Islamic countries must make
collective efforts to build their economies
stronger and to enter the 21st Century
with dignity and honour. - IINA

NBP to Float Rs500m
Mudaraba

e NBP will soon launch Rs 500
first National Bank
Mudaraba , according to decision of a
Board of Governors meeting held
with NBP chief Mohammad Mian
Soomro.
The Managing Director, NB
Mudaraba, while speaking at the
meeting said the permission to float
Mudaraba had already been obtained
from the Registrar, Mudaraba
companies. 'When floated it will be
the largest Mudaraba in the market,'
he said.
The Financial Instrument will
work
according to the Islamic
Investment Bank to Commence Business
concept of investment and business,
A 1-Meezan Investment Bank has cent shares of the value of Rs 250 he added.
He further said that the
..received permission for com- million in the new bank are proposed
launching of Mudaraba was delayed
mencement of business, following to be issued to the general public.
Besides the Chairman, two due to downward trends in the stock
which the first board meeting is proposed to be held on October 16 at directors have also been nominated market. However, the Board of
Karachi, a sponsors' communiqué by the IICG, which is a wholly owned Directors asked the Chief Executive
said, and added that the Bank plans to subsidiary of Dar Al-Maal Al-Islami to take effective steps to ensure early
begin full operations before the year is Trust (DMI Trust). The statement flotation of the instrument. The
from sponsors noted that IICG Board also approved the annual
out.
With paid-up capital of a cool Rs 1 Bahrain had net worth of accounts and balance sheet of the
billion, Al-Meezan would rank as the approximately US$ 50 million and it company for the year ending on
largest capitalised investment bank in managed customers funds of around June 30 last. - APP
Pakistan. Thursday's board meeting US$ 800 million.
The company was said to be
would be chaired by Sheikh Ebrahim
Bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, who was active in Pakistan and during the last
expected to arrive from Bahrain three years, it had arranged facilities
Institute of Islamic
where he is also currently the Deputy in excess of US $ 950 million for
Banking
various Pakistani corporates/banks
Finance Minister of State.
The Sheikh has been nominated by including OGDC, NRL, SNGPL,
and Insurance
Islamic Investment Company of the SSGC, WAPDA, PARCO, KESC, ICI,
Gulf-IICG (Bahrain), the company, Orix Leasing etc.
Web Site
Pak-Kuwait, the other one-fourth
controlling a quarter of the equity of
Al-Meezan Investment Bank. Pakistan owner of Al-Meezan Investment Bank
http://www.islamic-banking.com
Kuwait Investment Company (Pak- has nominated to the board MD, GM
E-mail
Kuwait) also has an equal stake in Al- and two other directors including
icisQiibi.demon.co.uk
Meezan while other shareholders Abdulazim M A Al-Shamali,
include Kuwait Awqaf Public chairman Pak-Kuwait. Irfan Siddiqui,
Foundation (8 per cent); Saudi Pak GM of Pak-Kuwait, who has been
Industrial and Agricultural Investment appointed acting MD of the Bank,
Company Limited (5 per cent) and Al- maintained that in view of its in order to develop an expertise to
Meezan Investment and Financial diversified shareholding of major handle mega transactions in Pakistan.
In particular, he said, there was
players in Islamic finance, Al-Meezan
Services (Pvt.) Ltd (0.1 per cent).
All of that making a total of 63.1 was well positioned to play an active possibility of clubbing of ideas and
per cent, the balance would be part in arranging direct foreign resources of Al-Meezan, Pak-Kuwait,
subscribed by Islamic Development investment in the country, especially Islamic Development Bank, SAPICO,
Bank, Jeddah or an alternate investor for the Islamic financial markets. He IICG Bahrain and its two sister
(9 per cent) and others/employee stated that the bank would synergies organisations- Al-Faisal Investment
share option Programme (2.9 per its activities with other financial Bank Limited and Faysal Bank
cent). The remaining twenty five per institutions in the country and abroad Limited. — Dawn
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ABC to Open Islamic Bank in Bahrain

A

rab Banking Corp (ABC), one of
the largest financial institutions
in the Middle East, is to open an
Islamic bank in Bahrain in a bid to
strengthen its reputation as a global
player.
Ghazi Mahmood Abdul Jawad,
President and Chief Executive of
ABC, was among officials present at a
function to announce its UAE
representative office.
Jawad told Gulf News that ABC
will establish its new Islamic bank
with an asset base of $45 million that
would serve as 15 per cent of its total
capitalisation. He did not say when
the bank would open, but "the legal
motions have started and we will
make an announcement shortly."
The ABC representative office, to
open in Abu Dhabi in January, cannot
provide the services offered by a full
branch office, but will serve to liaise
between customers in the UAE and
ABC banks abroad. Through it, Jawad
added, ABC will be able to monitor its
clients, especially "the large number
of multinational companies who are
clients of our subsidiaries."
He expressed optimism that the

UAE Central Bank will soon permit
ABC to open a branch office. "That is
not in my hands. But should the UAE
Central Bank change its applicable
laws... we would be more than
pleased to be in a important financial
market such as the UAE."
In the late 1980s the Central Bank
launched its 20-year moratorium on
the opening of commercial bank
branches in the UAE because of what
it considered an already over-banked
market. A number of other
institutions are awaiting a lift of the
ban including the Bank of Muscat and
France's Societe Generale.
Jawad does not entirely agree
with the argument that the UAE has a
disproportionately high number of
banks, saying that the surplus is only
in the retail commercial banking
sector. "But it is certainly not
overcrowded for those that are
specialised within their own niche."
He said ABC's strength comes
from its specialisation in Islamic
banking, a broad range of treasury
products, and high level investment
and trade. That is why, he explained,
ABC has no need to acquire other

SAUDI ARABIA

IDB's 173rd Session Concludes
rr he Executive Committee of the
1 Islamic Development Bank(IDB)
concluded its 173rd session.
The meeting devoted part of its
discussions to the future direction of
the Bank, such as the co-operation
with the expanding private sector
whose contribution to the economies
of member states is on the increase.
The meeting allocated US$180 million
in investment to a number of member
states and Islamic communities.
The President of the Bank, HE Dr
Ahmad Mohamed Ali, who chaired
the session, announced that the new
investment will be used in a number
of development projects and to assist
the social development of member
states, and the Islamic communities.
He said the Board approved
US$79.08 million to finance 6
New Horizon November 1997 20

development projects in 6 members
countries and 8 technical assistance
programme in 6 member countries,
US$90 million for 5 trade financing
operations in favour of 5 member
countries including a credit line for a
member country, US$ 6.74 million for
financing an Istisna operation under
the Unit Investment Fund and US$1
million from the Special Assistance
Account for 4 education projects in
favour of Muslim communities in 4
non-member countries.
The bank also agreed to provide a
US$ 7 million from its special
investment fund.
Finally, it approved a US$ 1
million worth of special assistance in
the form of outright grants to finance
4 educational and cultural projects in
favour of 4 non-member states. - IINA

banks. "That would depend, in the
final analysis, on how deep our
pockets are... and for that we would
need a larger financial commitment
which our bank does not have."
As of last June, ABC's assets
totalled $23.5 million, with equity
shares of $1712 million. Established in
1981, it has three principal
shareholders: the Ministry of Finance
of Kuwait, the Central Bank of Libya,
and the Abu Dhabi Investment
Authority. ABC, which underwent
reorganisation of its global network
in 1991, operates branch offices in
London, New York, Grand Cayman,
Singapore, Milan, Paris, Bahrain,
Tunis and representative offices in
Algiers, Cairo, Casablanca Hong
Kong, Houston, Los Angeles, Rome,
Tehran, Tripoli and now Abu Dhabi.
- Sana Bagersh, Gulf News

Sharjah to Attend
Islamic Investment
Conference
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10-member business delegation
represented Sharjah at the
'Fourth Private Sector Gathering for
the Promotion of Joint Venture
Investment and Trade Among
Islamic Countries' held in Karachi
from October 27 to 29.
Representatives from 38 countries
met to discuss trade and business
activities among the members of the
Karachi-based Islamic Chambers
Federation.
Addressing a press conference at
the Sharjah Business Club, Ahmad
Mohammed Al Midffa, Chairman of
the Sharjah Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (SCCI), said the
emirate's strong participation aimed
at building strong trade relations
among Islamic Chambers Federation
countries. - Gulf News
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